A novel surgical approach for intraorbital optic nerve tumors.
Although orbital tumors involving the optic nerve are rare, it is well-known that they are very likely to cause serious visual impairment in a patient. Unfortunately, at present, there are no effective interventions that can reliably preserve visual function while controlling tumor growth into intracranial spaces. To ensure visual function of the non-affected side, transection of the optic nerve together with the tumors involved is necessary in some cases. For this procedure large craniotomy and orbital unroofing are commonly utilized. As an alternative, we propose a novel surgical intervention for transection of the optic nerve having optic nerve tumors, which utilizes a lateral orbitotomy approach. To evaluate the invasiveness of different surgical approaches, we compared the days of hospitalization after surgery across patients who underwent the transcranial, lateral, and anterior approaches, respectively. We successfully removed 2 optic nerve tumors using the lateral approach, which required significantly shorter hospitalization than the transcranial approach. The transection of the optic nerve together with tumor removal by the lateral approach may be one of the novel surgical interventions for optic nerve tumors as this method is considerably less invasive than the transcranial removal method.